
POSTMODERISM, 
INTERTEXTUALITY, 
AND SURREALISM
Exploring Concepts in Media Arts



CURRENT ATTITUDES 
TOWARD ART

Intertextuality is the idea that “the meaning of an artistic work 
does not depend on the artist or work itself, but on the 

interpretation of the viewers” (Roland Barthes).

What assumptions does this statement contain?

 The reader is more important than the artist 
(personal interpretation is key)

 There is no one truth! (postmodernism)

Where did these ideas come from???



MODERNISM (HISTORY)
• To understand postmodernism, first we must understand 

modernism

• The Enlightenment (18th Century) started a trend called 
Modernism

• Emphasized:

• Universal truth, but rejected traditional sources of truth 
(religion, tradition)

• REASON and SCIENCE as the only way to find truth

• Order and stability in society (ie, a rational, scientific 
society – no room for imagination!)
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MODERNISM (HISTORY)
 Modernism used “meta narratives” (life-explaining ideas 

that were never questioned) to guarantee this order and 
stability

 Example (Western society): Democracy is the most 
enlightened (rational) form of government, and will lead to 
Universal Human Happiness.



POSTMODERNISM 
(HISTORY)

• Modernism continued through 18th, 19th, and 20th Centuries, 
until the 1960s

• 1968 – Postmodernism becomes dominant – Philosophy of 
rejection, criticism, skepticism
• Rejected modernism – modernism has failed to explain life
• Rejected Grand Narratives, and all universal truth claims

• Favoured “Mini-Narratives”: stories that explain individual 
experiences.
• Always situational, temporary, making no claim to 

universality, truth, reason or stability.



































APPLICATION IN ART
• Since postmodernism rejects Modernism (the idea 

that life is rational, ordered, and functional), 
postmodern art is often:
• A cynical rejection of serious/rational things

• Ironic/funny (uses humour to question ideas)

• Uncertain/fearful (since reality is less structured than we have thought)

• Contradictory (contains images from different time periods/places to 
show rejection of established order)

• Postmodern art has many interpretations, since truth is complex and 
subjective
• Reader’s interpretation is as important as the artist’s intention











INTERTEXTUALITY AND ART
• Intertextuality – a relationship between two or more texts 

that:

• “Quote” from one another 

• Allude to one another (the  Allusion of pop culture)

• Depends on audience’s recognition of specific iconic images 
(Twin Towers, Titanic, Darth Vader)

• Function: To provide depth to fictional reality
• Example: When characters in one TV show mention

characters in other shows (Simpsons talking about Lost 
characters) – makes it seem more real/funny
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INTERTEXTUALITY AND ART
• Examples:

• Sit Coms (Friends, Modern Family, Big Bang Theory): Frequent 
references to comic book and movie characters (Spiderman, Star Wars)

• Satires (The Simpsons): Depend on intertextual references as a source of 
humour.

Application - To create intertextuality in your art:
 Use iconic people/images that your audience will instantly recognize

Use this for humour 

Or to make a potent point



SURREALISM
• Surrealism: The emphasizing of the truth of the “unconscious 

mind” and the “dream world” as a higher form of reality than 
“realistic” or “rational” images

• “Sur-real” = “more than real”

• Focuses on beauty through unexpected juxtapositions of 
images

• An extreme form of both:

• Modernism (rejected tradition)

• Postmodernism (rejected truth/reason)
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APPLICATION – TO USE SURREALISM:

 Simply incorporate various images or elements that don’t 
belong together (an implicit rejection of the 
standard/structured order of things)

 Make it look “dream like” – it should not look realistic


